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Foreword and Acknowledgments
Daudet declares that there ' s a i ne book to be written: h e Century of Of enbach , asserting that this whole era is descended from him, his joking, his music … Edmond de Goncourt 1 h is book is an ef ort to realize Daudet ' s suggestion. It seeks to trace the ways in which Of enbach ' s operas inl uenced his age and those that followed on a worldwide scale. Despite his neglect or underestimation by historians both of music and of culture in general, he is, like Woody Allen ' s Zelig, popping up wherever something of importance is happening in the realm of art from 1855 to our own times.
Of enbach ' s music delighted, inl uenced, stimulated Rossini, Nietzsche, Nestroy, Strindberg, Chekhov, Tolstoy, h ackeray, Gilbert and Sullivan, William Dean Howells, E ç a de Queir ó s (otherwise Queiroz), Machado de Assis, Karl Kraus, Paul Klee, Richard Strauss, Bertolt Brecht, Joseph Cornell, and Hans Bellmer. He angered and upset Wagner, the Goncourt brothers, É mile Zola, and the Nazis, confounded the Frankfurt School, and was shunned by a host of conservatives and moralists. He can be shown to be, for two decades, the most produced composer in the world. Adventurous theatre practitioners from Max Reinhardt, NemirovichDanchenko, Sergei Eisenstein, Joseph Urban, Walter Felsenstein, and Josef Svoboda drew on him for their experiments. Of enbach ' s operas provided opportunities for innovation in i lm and multi-media, his tunes were adopted for the U.S. Marines Hymn and an anthem of the International Workers of the World. Of enbach ' s comic operas were the i rst Western theatre pieces performed in Japan and Indo-China, and the libretto for another was the i rst play published in Arabic. His music accompanied
xiii xiii the coronation of the King of the Belgians and the inauguration of the Austro-Hungarian double monarchy. It was performed in frontier i t-ups and concentration camps. h is is not a book for musicologists, since Of enbach ' s music is not subjected to close scrutiny. An extended study of Of enbach without such analysis is conceivable because he was the consummate homme de th é â tre. Of enbach, unlike many other composers, lends himself to a metamusical approach. His operas were not composed in such close collaborations as those of Gilbert and Sullivan or Giuseppe Verdi and Arrigo Boito, in which a pre-existing libretto is set to music. In those cases, alterations may occur over the course of composition and even after the premiere, but the work soon takes on a stable and canonical status. Of enbach was involved from the inception: h roughout his career, he took a hand in ordering and revising his libretti, conducting, casting, staging, and even choreographing his works, managing his theatres, and devising their publicity. Dif erent versions might be produced for dif erent cities; Genevi è ve de Brabant underwent two distinct revisions. Two-act operas were enlarged to four acts. Musical numbers were transferred from one work to another. He was an all-round homme de th é â tre , whose enormous success created an upheaval in the world of performance equal, in the words of his bestinformed biographer, to those " of a Scribe, a Dumas, a Verdi or a Wagner. " xiv In writing about Of enbach, one runs up against the issue of nomenclature. He himself was very precise in the subtitles he chose, which range from operette or " musiquette " to op é ra comique to op é ra bouf e to op é ra f é erie to bouf onnerie musicale. h e list of works he published in the Revue et Gazette musicale de Paris (1880) includes as well " foire musicale, " " vaudeville, " " chinoiserie, " and even " anthropophagie musicale. " An op é ra comique or an op é ra bouf e might be one act with three singers and a small orchestra or two or three acts with numerous soloists and a full orchestra. Or it might not. La vie parisienne is denominated a " play in 3 acts mixed with songs, " perhaps because the cast imposed on him at the Palais-Royal had more actors than singers.
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A contemporary made an ef ort to clarify the distinctions by declaring that " h ose only are genuine operas-bouf es in which the characters are taken from mythology, history, and poetry, and are presented under ridiculous aspects " (i.e., Orph é e , La belle H é l è ne , Genevi è ve de Brabant ). h ose in which the plot and characters are entirely imaginary should be classii ed as comic opera, with three subdivisions, pure Comic Opera ( La P é richole ), Farcical Opera (most Gilbert and Sullivan), and Opera-Bouf e ( Barbe-bleue ).
4 h e arbitrariness of these dei nitions is patent. In the face of these contradictions, I have played fast and loose in my narrative, using opera as shorthand with recourse to operetta, comic opera, or op é ra bouf e , as the context suggests.
Researching and writing about Of enbach is a pleasure in itself, but the pleasure is doubled by the ability to thank all those who aided my work and play in this regard. I received i nancial support from the Research Fund of the American Society for h eatre Research and was granted a research year at the Center for the Humanities, Tufts University. I am indebted to numerous libraries and librarians: former curator Jeanne Newlin and former reference librarian Annette Fern of the Harvard h eatre Collection; Nora Probst of the h eatersammlung, Cologne; Mario Kramp, Curator of the Cologne Stadtmuseum; Gisela Fleckenheim, Cologne Stadtarchiv; Claudia Blank, Frau Angelaeas, and Frau Hauer, Munich h eatermuseum; Kate Dorney, former curator of the h eatre Collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London; and Scott Kraf t, Special Collections Librarian, Deering Library, Northwestern University. h e staf s of the Biblioth è que
